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Our goal is to exceed expectations. For this reason, we work with carefully 

selected companies—and only the best. From the air suspension for unmatched ride comfort to 

the battery-powered screwdriver, in production, we select each and every one of our suppliers 

with the greatest possible care. This ensures that every MORELO is a First Class Reisemobil.

MANY SPECIALISTS.  
ONE GOAL.

OUR PARTNERS

This air suspension specialist makes our motorhomes even safer and more convenient

thanks to improved roadholding and optimised stability. 

Numerous additional functions turn quality into premium quality. 

 www.vbairsuspension.co.uk

IVECO

VB-AIRSUSPENSION

We build on a stable foundation. The Iveco chassis ensures 

absolute brand-name quality. Rugged, stable and durable – we and our partners

are so confident of this that we give you a two-year mobility guarantee. 

 www.iveco.com

TEN HAAFT
Outstanding satellite systems for a diverse range of programmes and top-class 

convenience is yours thanks to Ten Haaft. Exceptional service, intelligent

technology and top quality on all channels for your entertainment. 

 www.ten-haaft.com

DOMETIC
A strong partner for many needs, Dometic provides the solutions. From the refrigerator to the 

air-conditioning system in the living room to the skylight, this company outfits our motorhomes 

with high-quality products. 

 www.dometic.co.uk

Our top-of-the-line partner in chassis conversion, ensuring that every last detail we install is 

sheer perfection. In addition, Meier Fahrzeugbau offers first-class corrosion protection for the 

underbody, which gives a tremendous boost to the service life of our luxury motorhomes. 

 www.fahrzeugbau-meier.de

ALDE
Intelligent heating solutions that ensure the best possible climate and provide 

clever control with the Smart Control App win us over 

as well as our customers. 

 www.alde.co.uk

Jochen Reimann, Managing Director Reinhard Löhner, Managing Director

FAHRZEUGBAU MEIER
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MORELO FIRST
CLASS REISEMOBILE

Time is the greatest luxury. The next greatest is a MORELO. 

It offers you everything that makes life better. Maybe even so much better 

that you decide not to drive home. 

EXTERIEUR
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WELCOME
HOME

Drive your dream home all the way across Europe.

If your home is a MORELO, you have truly 

made it. Wherever in the world you are. 
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WHEREVER YOUR
WANDERLUST TAKES YOU

A MORELO lets you forget time, but never where you are going. 

Just get behind the wheel 

and feel at home, even while on the road.

COCKPIT
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YOUR PASSPORT 
TO THE WORLD

Here today, there tomorrow. A MORELO is built for the road. 

Put your foot on the gas and hit the road with anticipation. The next 

great destination is already waiting. As is the road that gets you there. 
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TRAVEL IN YOUR  
OWN FOUR WALLS

Get in, disconnect from the workday, find peace, laugh and live.

Having a nice home is good fortune. Being able to 

take it everywhere you go is a luxury. 

LIVING ROOM "LOUNGE"
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A PIECE OF HOME
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD

When you don't even notice that you're on the 

road because you long ago arrived at a place like no other. Home.

Then we know we've also reached our destination. 
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L IVING WITH FLAIR AND
PERSONALITY

A MORELO offers you every possibility.

Choose between a wide variety of layouts, upholstery versions and equipment details

Your very own new home.
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TRUE GREATNESS  
COMES FROM WITHIN

Not having enough space is never a problem in a MORELO. 

But in case you're looking for a little extra, 

you can gain additional space with a slide-out. 
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ITALIAN COOKING
IN STOCKHOLM

Everything tastes better at home. 

Or, as a MORELO driver would say:

anywhere in the world. 

KITCHEN
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KITCHEN

TRAVEL WITH
IMPECCABLE TASTE

A fully set table in the lounge or an outdoor picnic? 

Whatever you're in the mood for, 

the cuisine is always exceptional.
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NOVEL KITCHEN

FOR BEGINNERS
AND CHEFS ALIKE

Whether you are cooking haute cuisine or simple fare, 

the NOVEL is your ideal kitchen.

The best part? You can take it with you wherever you go. 
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YOUR SPA IN
FRANCORCHAMPS

Whether in Le Mans, Nürburg or Monza.

 In a MORELO, your luxurious bathroom 

is always just a few steps away. 

BATHROOM
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BATHROOM

A BATHROOM ON
A GRAND VOYAGE

Whether plus or minus 30 degrees, at sea or in the mountains.

In a MORELO, you can start your day in your own

familiar bathroom, which leaves nothing to be desired. Guaranteed. 
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PREMIUM BATHROOM
An expansive movement range, stylish lighting and a two-part mirrored door to the bedroom. 

When we call something premium, we mean it. 

LUXURY BATHROOM
We like space and dislike crowded conditions. This is true on the road and in the bathroom. 

For this reason, the luxury bathroom features a separate toilet room.

F-BATHROOM
The F stands for freedom. For fancy. And for finesse. The integrated corner washbasin ensures 

enormous stowage space and offers generous shelving. 

We each have individual preferences for our dream bathroom. 

All good things come in threes, right? 

You can choose from these variants.

A GREAT 
MATCH

BATHROOM VARIANTS
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FOREIGN LANGUAGES, 
FAMILIAR BED

Discover the world while sleeping at home every night. 

MORELO drivers are not  

content with only one home base.

BEDROOM
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GOOD MORNING,
SUNSHINE

Where would you like to go today? 

Prague, Lisbon, Hamburg or maybe 

just a bike ride out to the lake? 
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QUEEN BED
The queen bed is accessible from both sides and features a generous 160 cm width 

that gives you plenty of room to turn over and catch a few more winks.

SINGLE BEDS 
For anyone who is looking for a little more freedom to relax, the single beds are exactly the  

 right choice. If one person is an early riser, there is no need to disturb the other who wants to sleep in. 

FRENCH BED
The French bed is ideal for those who enjoy snuggling with their partner at night

and enjoy having an additional closet. 

TRANSVERSAL BED 
The transversal bed makes use of the entire width of the vehicle. This gives you the space you need to stretch out 

while making it possible for us to reduce the overall length of the vehicle. Access is from the middle. 

A day that starts and ends here will always be a great day. 

It's just a shame that most of the time you spend in this

bedroom will be spent with your eyes closed.

FOR THE BEST SELECTION
FOR A GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP

BEDROOM VARIANTS
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A GARAGE 
HITS THE ROAD 

Discover the whole wide world in a MORELO. 

Take a car, scooter or bike to 

see the smaller nooks and crannies. 
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WINTER IS
KEPT OUTSIDE

A MORELO is at home anywhere in the world – even at the Arctic Circle when it's minus 36 degrees outside.

Well-designed climate control technology keeps it nice and warm inside at all times. 

Allowing you to relax and watch the frost patterns grow and the skiers go by.
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